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Closed vessel technique has been well established for the evaluation of burning characteristics of 
gun, mortar and emall arms propellants a t  high preawes of about 750 kg/cms-3000 kg/cms 
(73 -55 MPa-294.2 MPa). Strand burner technique is used for measuring the rate of burning of rocket 
propellants in the preswre range rip to about 200 kg/cma (19.6 MPa). One of the modern trends in 

' 
armament technology is development of short range, high efficiency rockets and rocket assisted projec- 
tiles where the chamber pfessww w e  in the ran,ge of 100 kg/cmLSm kg/cm8 (9.6 MPa-78.5 MPa). 
An extension of the closed veswi fechniclue ia now presented for the measurement of rates of burn~ng 
of propellants in this pressure range and a few experimental results on some conventional propellants 
are glven. 

1 
N O T A T I O N S  

A = Cooling rate constant representing losses due to radiatiod 

C = charge weight of the propellant'in $he closed vessel. 
1 

(C) = Cram atoms of carbon per gram of the propellant. 

D Effective web size of the propellant grains. 

F = Force constant af the propellant. 

K' = Cooling rate coefficient representing losses other than those due to radiation. 

u (0) = Gram a tom of oxygen per gram of the propellant. 

P = Pressure. 
\ 

pm ,= $laximum pressure reached in the closed vessel. 

R = Gas constant. O 

To = Adiabatic flame temperature of the propellant gases, 

V = Volume of the closed vessel. 

a = Mwaour's zero rate of burning. 
i 

b = Covolume correction factor. 
< 

f = I ?  ractioa, of the web size (D) burnt at any time during burning of the propellaht. 

n = Number of gram moles of gas produced per gram of the propellant. L - 

r = Rate of recession of the burning propellant muface, popularly called the rats of burning. 

t = time. 

a = Pressure index in Yielle's law. 

B = Rate of burning coefficient in Vielle's law. 

& = Rate of burning oodlicient in Piobert'8 lay. 

= Rate of burning coefficient in Mufaour's law. 

= Loading density of propellaxlt in the closed vessel. 
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r ]  = Covolulne of the propellant gases. 

0 = Conventional form facbor of the propellant grains. 

+ = Fraction of charge weight (0) burnt at any time ( t )  
' 

Strand burner techniquesl-3 are well establ shed for measuring rates of burnisg at the very low pressure 
regionup to about 200 kg/cm2 (19.6 NPa). At high pressures, approximately from 750 kgIcrn2-3000 kg/ 
cm2 (73 55 MPa--294.2 MPa) afid above, in which region guns, howitzers, small arms and high efficiency 

. 
mortars operate, the rates of burning are computed by. the-well established closed vessel technique4-7'. The 
closed vessel technique has been adopted and extended at ERDL to measure the rates of burning in the 
p:esure reg'on of 100 kglc.a2 - 800 kg/cm2 -(9 8 MPa - 78 5 MPaj. 

The modern trend in armament technology is for the introduction of short ran.ge, high efficiency rocket 
and rocket as4sted proje~t~iles for antitank, antipersonnel, dernqlitioo and similar purposes, and many of 
these weapons work at chamber pressures in the above range, SO the discussed ERDL version of the closed 
vessel method is expected to be very useful in the design of such weapons. 

b 

. 
The closed vessel technique consists in t l  e burning of a known weight of prope'lant in a constant volume 

vessel whose volume is 'accurately measurable and recording its pressure-time relationship during burning. 

C O M B U S T I O N  A T  C O N S T A N T  V O L U M E  
/ 

'When the propellant charge burns at constant volume in the closed vessel, the pressure steadily rises to 
a maximum value which corresponds in time to the condition when all the propellant is burnt and then C 

starts falling and continues to fall due to loss of beat from the gases to the walls of tbe vessel. The burnine 
i 3 governed by any of the following rate of burning laws whichever is applicable to the propellant :-- . 

Picber ~ ' s  

j 

The gas evolution rate is also controlled by the surface-volume relationship of the burning propellant 

I gain, which is calldd the form function, the conventhnal form of whicb is :- 

The gases obey the Nob?e and Abel's modification of Van der Waal's equation of state 7.l1J2 :- , 
. 

= f i R T o C + = C C # -  (5 )  

- .  - - .  

E ' X P E R I M E N T A L  P R O C E D U R E  A N D  C O M P U T A T ' I O N S  

The composition whoserates of burning are to be meawred is extruded in sticks of cord form 
of circular cross section. The diameter iskept at about 2.5rnm to 3*5mm, lengthat approx. 12.5 cm to 
.14 and the lengbh/diarnstcr ratio equal to or greater than 50. 
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Fhe density of the solid prop:llant is rneasur2d by  he &for's msthcd13. The covolume of the 
prapzllant gases is calculated using Corner's formula14 :- 

q = 1.18 + 6.9 (0) - 11.5 (0) (6) 

when (C) and (0) are in gram. atomslg, 7 is in cmslg. 

The force constant (F) is roughly calculated from the propellant composition using, the short, approxi- 
mste method cf Hirscl;lfelder16. 

If the lengthldiameter ratio of tlLe propellant grains are equal to or greater than 50, then hhe form factor 
8 for them is assumed to be 1.0.  The form function of the cord form under these conditions very closely 
follows the theoretical form functicn equation (4) and for this reason cord form is used for this work. 

i 

( 
x 

Closed vessel firings are Bcarrie&mt a t  a -6wiiable loading density to give an appr~ximately predeter- 
mined PA value. Approximate charge wei@t to give the required Pm is computed from :- 

c =  PmV 
P / (7) 

1 . 3  grams of gunpowder G 12 is used as igniter for the propellant charge and one or two test fuings are 
carried out to ensure that the igniti~n is correct. If necessary the weight of gunpowder is mi!ably increased 
or decreased. P-t curves are recorded for each firing. 5 repeat firings are carried out a t  each l~adingdensit~. 
Measurements of pressure and time are made up to  and including'P, at 20-25 points spread evenly along 
the record. 

. 
A few blank firings ark carried out with only the gunpowder igniter charge to estimate tEe pressure pro- - 

duced by the gui powder. This pressure is subtracted from each P value and also from the Pm. Time to 
reach the gunpowder pressure on each record is marked and is assumed as the zero time for the time measure- 
ments. -4 typical P-t record is given in Eig. 1. i 

ap At each measured P point, slopes are calculated to give - . Every value of P and - 
at 

and P, is 
at 

corrected for cooling loss by the procedure described by VittaP6, using the following equations and comput- 
ing K and A from the P-t records if not already available :- 

0 ' 

The subscript r denotes recorded values. E and A. 

Values for a few conventional propellatits are given in Table 1. 1 

- 
CALIBRATION LINE : S O O J ~ ~ I C ~ *  TIME MARKS : 5 m. set. E A C ~  
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Fig. 1-Pressure-time record from closed vessel. 
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(11) and (12) are by definition and equations (10) and (13) ark derived from (4) and (5) and the loading 
conditions. 

The force constant is computed from :- c 

b 

It should be noted that the Pm is the cooling corrected Pm. 

Values of r and P are plotted on a suitable graph and after omitting points whicb are obviously in error 
equations (I), (2) or (3) are fitted by the method of least squares to the T-P data and the equation Ghich 
gives the best statistical fit is accepted to represent the pressure range uhder con~ideration. For this least 
square fittingthe P value should be preferably the recorded P value. It is also kept in mind that the accuracy 
of closed vessel for absolute firings is not better than 2.5% under the best  condition^. The resul s are 
confirmed by carrying but closed vessel firings a t  a number of .other loadidg densities. 

Sucli low pressure closed vessel firings have been carried out at ERDL on some conventional propellants. 
Their compositions and physical daha are &en in Table 2. Their rates of burning vs pressure graphs are 
given in Big, 2. They represent cases where eqn. (2) is the best desirable fit. For carrying out'tbe computations, 
suitable computer programs in AUTOMATH.400 (FORTRAN 11) Language for ust in any HONEYWELL 
400 mod JJ computer are available at ERDL. Further work is being carried out on Arrow, PZS and M 7 
oompositions and also on a recoilless gun propellant T-28. 

WM 150-a=-o.76, p -0.022 
2- 
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PRESSURE Kg I cm2 

Fig.3-Rate of burning Veraes pressure for closed vessel 
firings of some conventional propellants at low prmsurc 
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